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Introduction

v + d -+ 1J + U
l.l

Cabibbo angle it is the d (u) quark which ab
sorbs the current to become a u (d) quark ac
cording to

The variables describing the process of
Fig. 1 are well known (four-momentum transfer

q2, energy transfer v in lab system, Bjorken
scaling variable x, effective mass of all

(2)
v

1J
+

Thus the fragmentation functions D~(Z) and

D~(Z) of the u and d quark into h± can ~e

studied in a rather clean way in v and v re
actions,re~pectively. The well known and fre
quently applied cascade model as developed,e.
g. by Field and Feynman 8 gives a quantitative
description of the quark fragmentation process.

The main features of the semi-inclusive re
actions

Detailed experimental information on hadro
nic final states in neutrino induced reac
tions has been obtained so far, for obvious
reasons (4n acceptance, measurement of indi
vidual tracks), only from bubble chambers. Re
cent contributions at high energies come from
experiments, listed in Table 1, in the 15'
chamber at Fermilab, in BEBC at CERN and in
SKAT at Serpukhov. The first two chambers are
equipped with external muon identifiers (EMI)
to distinguish between charged-current (CC)
and neutral-current (NC) events and to identi
fy the muon in CC reactions. Various methods,

1-3based on transverse momentum balance ,have
been used to estimate the unmeasured incident
neutrino energy Ev • Earlier results on the ha
dronic final state as obtained with bubble

chambers have already been published4- 7 .

( 1 )
v~ + N -+ ~+ + h± + X

where h± is a positive or negative hadron,
are described by the naive quark-parton model
(QPM) as sketched in Fig. 1. A quark in the
nucleon absorbs the current (i.e. the inter
mediate boson W±), thereby changes its flavor
and fragments into the current fragments,
whereas the remaining spectator quarks (di
quark) of the nucleon appear as target frag
ments. In contrast to elect~o- and muopro
duction where several quark flavors contri
bute, the situation is particularly simple in
v{~) reactions: Neglecting the sea and the

V,'J

w~w\
~-,~+

U,d Current

d"u
F Fragments..
2 Target

N . Fragments

Fig. 1: Neutr inoproduction v /vN -+ ~+ + hadrons
in the quark-parton model.

Table 1 Experiments from which results have been obtained recently

Bubble chamber, Beam Number of Collaboration Ref.
liquid CC events

15 ' H2 v WBB 2250 - 500 v Argonne, Carnegie-Mellon, Purduev, 15,50

15 ' Ne-H2 v WBB 7200 V Fermilab, IHEP, ITEP, Michigan 20

15 ' Ne-H2 v,v WBB 1200 v, 1200 v Berkeley, Hawaii, Seattle 22

15 ' D2 v WEB 660 v Illinois-Tech, Maryland, Sendai, Stony 23
Brook, Tufts

BEBC Ne-H2 v,v NBB 1750 v, 270 v Aachen, Bonn, CERN , London{I.C.), 45,55
Oxford, Saclay

BEBC H2 v WBB 5600 v Aachen, Bonn, CERN , Munchen, Oxford 9,33,34,37

SKAT CF 3Br v WBB 417 v IHEP 24
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current-nucleon emsfinal state hadrons W
energy) :

2
x = ---92Mv with v = Ev - Ell'

v
y =E

v
(3a)

dieular to the lepton plane) and the azi
muthal angle ~ around the current direction
with ~ = 0 in the lepton plane, see Fig. 2.

(3b)

For a final state hadron several longitudinal
variables are used in the literature:

v

Ie ton
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A.) Multiplicities

B.) Longitudinal properties of single hadrons

• x F and rapidity distributions

• charge distributions, total net charges

• fragmentation functions and their mo
ments

C.) Transverse properties of single hadrons

D.) Jet studies

A.) Multiplicities

From previous experiments 4- 7 it is well
known that the average multiplicity <n> of
all charged hadrons in the inclusive reac
tions

v N ~ II + hadrons (i.e. W+N ~ hadrons)
11 (7)

v N ~ ~+ + hadrons (i.e. W-N ~ hadrons)
11

is practically independent of q2 at fixe~ W
and that it increases linearly with in W •

New data on multiplicities for w2~150 Gev2

come from the BEBC VH 2 collaboration9 based

on ~5600 CC events. Fig. 3a shows the multi

pliticy distributions P(n,W) vs w2 with
curves to guide the eye. The relative contri
butions from 2,4 and 6 prongs are dropping

Much progress has been made lately in the
analysis of the hadronic final state. Accor
ding to the results obtained recently and
submitted to this conference this rapporteur
talk is subdivided into the following topics:

Fig. 2: Semi-inclusive neutrinoproduction
vN + ll+h + hadrons in the lab system: Defini
tion of transverse momentum PT (with compo
nents PTin and PTout) and azimuthal angle <f ·

(4 )

(Sa)

2
z I = Z (1 + 2M x)

2q

or (in analogy to the
Nachtmann variable)

;{
4m2 t (5b)

zB T
T (1± 1+ 22')

~
for zB>< 0 (i.e. l;>0) (ref. 8)

where q;£ t;2. At high energy ~ (1) is the

energy of the fragmenting quark in the cm
system (Breit system).

in Breit system+):

2g e g 2PW
- -2-=q

q

EB+p~
q

in hadronic ems:

2Pt
x F -w- (Feynman x)

- momentum fraction:

- energy fraction:

rapidity (e.g. in hadron cms):

E* + p~
Y* = 1. in ( 6)

2 E* _ *P,I
Here the upper indices L,*, B refer to the
lab, cm, Breit system respectively; p, q, h
are the four-momenta of incident nucleon,
current, final state hadron,respectively.

E~ is the lab energy of all outgoing hadrons

and mT the transverse mass given by
2 2 2 22 2 .mT = m + PT. For q ,W »M the varl.OUS quanti-

ties in (4) are nearly equal.

The two transverse variables of a final
~state hadron are the momentum component PT

~

transverse to the direction q of the current

(with components PTinand PTout in and perpen-

+)The Breit system is the system in which the
current has zero energy, i.e., momentum q. It
has the velocity 1-2x in the cm system, i.e.
it goes forward (backward) in the cms (with
respect to the current direction) for
x < 0.5 (x > 0.5)
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at high W whereas those from higher prong
numb2rs are still rising. Fig. 3b shows <n>
vs W together with a straight line fit of
the form 2

<n> = a + b.1nW (8)
SEBe vp-~+X

10010

/ --.---.~e----.. 8
• ~'--6

/// ---:==~__12

! ! / ( 2

I I 0)
10 12

2

6

2

P(n)

Fig. 3: (a) charged multiplicity probability
P(n,W) and (b) average charged multiplicity
<n> of hadrons vs w2 from BEBC vH2 9. The
curves in (a) are drawn to guide the eye. Th
straight lines in (b) are fits of the form
<n> = a + b •R,nW2 to the vp data points and to
results from other leptoproduction experi-

- 4 - 10 - 11 10 12ments: vp , e p , 11 P , yp , • The
fitted values for a and b are compiled in
Table 2.

Fig. 4 gives again <n>, the dispersion 0

(02 = <n2>_<n>2) and the ratio <n>/O vs W~
from ref. 9 together with the results from
experiments on pp annihilation and on pp and
~+p scattering. For <n> and D the vp data
points fall between the annihilation and ha
dron-hadron values. The <n>/D ratio drops for

pp and n+p scattering whereas it is roughly
constant (~2.6) for vp in the entire W range.
Fig. 5 shows <n>·P(n,W) vs n/<n> for various
intervals of W. It is seen that Koba-Nielson-

Olesen (KNO) scaling13 is well fulfilled (i.
e. the points for the various W fallon
the same curve) and that there is remarkable
similarity with KNO scaling in pp annihila
tion whereas the KNO curve for high-energy pp
scattering is much wider. A simple expla
nation of this result may be based on the
fact that in hadron-hadron interactions dif
fraction scattering contributes (~20%) with
low-multiplicity events at all energies (thus
widening the multiplicity distribution) ,
whereas diffraction scattering is absent in
pp annihilation and very small in vp CC re-

actions14 •

Also shown are the straight line fits as ob-
- 4 - 10tained in other leptoproduction (vp , e p ,

~-p 11) and in photoproduction10 ,12 experi
ments, in the respective W ranges. The fitted
values for a and b from the various experi
ments are compiled in Table 2. The vp multi
plicity is lower than the vp multiplicity,
but has roughly the same slope, whereas the
slopes in electro-, muo- and photoproduction

are definitely lower in the available range
of relatively low W.

Table 2: Values for a and b obtained from fitting <n> = a + b.tnw2 (W in GeV)
to the average charged multiplicity <n> measured in various lepto
production experiments.

Reaction Hadronic w2 range (Gev2) a b Ref.
Charge

vp 2 4-140 0.38 ± 0.07 1.38±0.03 9
4-100 1 .35 ± O. 15 6

- 0 1-50 0.06 ± 0.06 1.22±0.03 4vp

- 1 2 Gev2 0.85±0.09 0.88 ± 0.05 10e p 3-8 I <q > = O. 78
- 1 3-25/q2

~0.24 GeV2 0.89 ± 0.14 0.92 ± 0.07 11~ P

yp 1 3-18 1.10±0.13 O.89±0.06 10,12
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B.) Longitudinal properties of single hadrons

1.) ~F distributions

Feynman scaling has been observed5 for vN
- +scattering (i.e. in W N -+- h- + X). This is con-

firmed now for vp scattering (i.e. in

w+p -+- h± + X) 9: Fig. 6 shows the normalized
Lorentz-invariant cross section (integrated

) 1 2 E dN± f "t" dover PT ~ n Wdx vs x F or pos~ ~ve an
ev F 2

negative hadrons for low and high Wand q •
The di~tributions are seen to be independentof
W or q , although for negative hadrons the
cross section seems to b~ somewhat larger for
high than for low W or q around x

F
= o.

2.) Rapidity distributions

• How well can one separate the target from
the current fragments? This question is in
vestigated with data from the 15' VH2 ex
periment in some detail in ref. 15.

After having discussed some general fea
tures of the hadronic final state we now
turn to more specific comparisons of the data
with the naive QPM. For the experimentalist
these questions arise:

I , I 11J,+t

/
~/

D Q

•

D * __
•

(e)

CC ;~ENTS I 1"·'1
ANNiHilATION

----~--

• II P

8 o P p

(0)

6

4

2

(b)

4

3

2

(n)

o

Dispersion
o

(n)

• In which system (ems or Breit system) shouH
one carry out such a separation by taking
those particles as current fragments which
go forward (i.e. in current direction) in
the respective system (xF > 0 or zB > O)?

For a large rapidity range f:1y~R,nw2 (W in GeV)
the various regions are well separated from
each other as shown schematically in Fig. 7
(taken from ref. 16, see also e.g. ref. 17).
Allowing a ~y interval of at least 1.5 units
for each fragmentation region, a reasonable
separation becomes possible only for W above
4.5 GeV, whereas most events in present neu
trino experiments are at lower W, as can be
seen from the W distributions of the BEBC

VH 2 9 and the 15' VH 2
15 experiments in Fig. 8 •

Many physics investigations carried out at
present with experimental data on neutrino
production are handicapped by this limitation

in Wand q2.

Fig. 9 shows the ems rapidity Y*distribu

tion from the 15' vH experiment15 of posi
tive and negative ha~rons and of their differ
ence (charge distribution) for W > 4 GeV and

q2 > 1 Gev2 • The y distributions from the

BEBC VH 2 experiment9 in the cms and in the
lab are given for 3 intervals of W in Fig.10.
Both figures show that at high W a plateau
seems to develop. Thus an attempt to separate
target and current fragments may become suc
cessful above W~4 GeV whereas for lower W
there is strong overlap. This is supported by

Fig. 11 from the 15' VH 2 experiment15 which
N+

shows the charge ratio N- vs Z for

w2~ 10 Gev2 • For large W the ratio drops for
z -+- 1 in qualitative agreement with the QPM
{the leading meson from d-quark fragmentation

• 1<W<3 GeV
• 3<W< 5 GeV
o 5<W<7 GeV
.7<W<10 GeV
V 10< W< 15 GeVQ9···d .

i' .
Ir'f

(n) P(n,W) 10'

10-SOL----...1.-----......2-------3.-..-~

n / (n)

10 .........----r----..,..----~____j

SEse liP - 11-- + HADRONS

__~..........' .....' ~,'.......' ,J----L......L...J..~L-oI'---Io-..._,~....
10 100 1000

S or W2 [GCv2]

~ig. 4: (a) average charged multiplicity <n>,
(b) dispersion D and (c) <n>/D vs W2 or s from
BEBC VH29. Shown are also results from pp
annihilation (D) and from n+p and pp scat
tering (curves).

Fig. 5: KNO-scaling distribution of <n>P(n,W)
vs n/<n> for 5 intervals of W from BEBC vH2 9
Shown are also KNO curves to the data of high
energy pp scattering and pp annihilation.
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Fig. 7: Schematic rapidity distri
bution defining the various rapidi
ty regions in deep inelastic lepto
production (from ref. 16).
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Fig. 6: Normalized Lorentz-invariant semi-inclusive
cross-section for po~i~ive (a,e) and ne~ative (b,d)
hadrons h± in vp ~ ~ h X from BEBC VH 2 vs x F ' for
2 intervals of W (a,b) and of q2 (c,dT.
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Fig. 8: Distribution of the hadronie effee
tivr mass W (a) from BEBC VH29 and (b) 15'
VH2 5. The single hatched (double hatched)

distributions in (a) are for q2>1 GeV2 (2 Gev2 ).

2 4 6 8 10 12
F~g. 9: Single-particle rapidity distribu
tion in the hadronie ems for (a) negative ha
drons, (b) positive hadrons, and (c) the dif-

ference (charge) for W> 4 GeV and q2 > 1 Gev2

from 15' VH 2
15 .
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-- 2<W < 4 GeV
- - - 4 < W < 8 GeV
-- 8<W <16 GeV

-1

-1

1.2
a\Qositives

1.0

+Zl~ 0.8
"c"c

-Iz: 0.6

0."

0.2

-1

0.8

'Zl >. 0.6"'C "C

-IJ 0."

0.2

-3 -2 -1

y*

Fig. 10: Rapidity distributions (particles per event and unit rapidity) in the cm
system (a,b) and in the lab system (~,d) for positive (a,c) and negative (b,d) hadrons
for three W intervals from BEBC VH 2 . Typical statistical uncertainties are indicated
by the error bars.

(9)

15' vp

x W}IO.O GeJ

1.5 • W~IO.O Gev
2

t
++• + +1.0

+tf + + f
+ f~h- IN

f0.5

i
0.2 0,4 0.6 o.a

ZL

Fig. 11: Ratio of positive to negative ha

drons vs zL = Eh/V for w2
< 10 Gev

2
(.) and

w2 > 10 GeV2 (x) from 15' VH 2
15•

is most often a rr I (charge-retention effect8 )}
whereas for small W no such tendency is ob
served.

As for the second question above one may
hope to learn.something by looking at the
charge distribution in rapidity. Fig. 9c shows
a definite step in this distribution around

y*= o. An equally pronounced step around

y* = 0 is observed for high W in the BEBC VH 2
data9 in Fig. 12, which shows the charge dis-

tributions in ems, lab and Breit-system rapi
dity for 3 intervals of W. In the lab and
Breit system the step occurs around YLab = 2

and YBreit = -1 respectively. This result

seems to indicate that the separation between
current and target fragments is most appropri
ately carried out in the hadronic cm system
and not in the Breit frame .

3.) Charge distributions and total net char
ges <Q >
- q-

If one sums the charges of all hadrons
from the fragmentation of a quark q one ob
tains the integer total net charge Q of the

q
quark jet. Neglecting fragmentation into ba-

ryons, Field and Feynrnan8 and others before18

have shown that the average of Qq over many

q-jets (which is the integral over the differ
ence of the fragmentation functions of quark
q into positive and negative mesons) is rela
ted to the charge e q of quark q by

<Q > == } ro+(z) - O-(Z)]dZ
q 0 L q q

e-\ye =e-e
q ~ a a q <q>

Here Ya is the probability for creating a

quark-antiquark pair aa from the "sea"; the
constant correction term ("charge leakage")

e<q> ~ Iyaea is the charge of an "average"
a

quark < q > created from the sea. Relation (9)
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I---------------';? Y

l'
Y-cut

<Q q>=eq + ~YQ ea =e q - t Ya ea

m-----------m m

qb bb bb ba a

Fig. 13: Schematic rapidity diagram showing
how the average net hadron charge <Q > is
composed of quark charges. q

Yu = Yd = Y , Y = 1-2y (1.2)
s

and for an SU(3)-symmetric sea

Yu = Yd = Ys = Y = 1 (13 )"3 •

(11 )
-Yu '

e<q> = eu - 1 + Yu

Thus the total net charges <Q > are indepen
q

dent of the quark charges; they measure the
probability Yu! For SU(2) symmetry

Fig. 12: Rapidity distribution of charge per
event and unit rapidity vs rapidity in the
hadronic cms (a), the lab system (b) and the
Breit system (c) for 3 intervals of W from
BEBe VH~ 9. Typical statistical uncertainties
are indlcated by the error bars.

With the normal charge assignments to the
quarks one obtains

e< > = y - ~ (=o for an SU(3)-symmetric (14)
q U sea)

becomes directly obvious from the rapidity
diagram in Fig. 13: Since in measuring Q one

- q
collects mesons m, the last pair aa in the
chain has to be split and the charge of a,
occuring with weight Ya , must be subtracted.

The neutral bb pairs between q and a do not
contribute to Q •

q

It should be pointed out that because of
the a priori unknown constant e<q> in (9) a

measurement of <Q > gives the quark charges
q

only up to this constant,i.e. without fur
ther assumptions only differences

(10)

of quark charges can be measured/not the

quark charges themselves 19 • This is true even
if the Ya were known/since the quark charges

occur in e<q>. In fact, neglecting the pro

duction of heavy mesons containing c quarks
(Yc=o) and using Yu +Yd +Ys=1, it follows
from the minimum assumptions e - e d = 1 (n+)

+ u
and e u - e s = 1 (K ) that

A clean measurement of <Qu > in v reactions

and of <Qd > in V reactions at finite W is

difficult for two reasons:

At small Bjorken x sea quarks in the nu
cleon contribute to the reaction so that
one is not collecting the fragments of just
one flavor. Therefore·one should exclude
events with too small x values.

- As discussed above it is not clear if one
should make the selection of current frag
ments in the cms (xF > 0) or in the Breit

frame (zB > 0) and in any case there is over

lap at finite W, i.e. loss of current frag
ments into the backward hemisphere and con
tamination from target fragments in the
forward hemisphere. In order that the tar
get fragments be well separated from the

current fragments in rapidity, tnq2 and

tnw2- tnq2 should be large, see Fig. 7.

2 2Both requirements of larger x and large W /q
are in conflict with each other because of
equ. (3b).

A careful determination of <Qd > has been

carried out by the 15' VNe-H 2 collaboration20

by extrapolating to W= 00 in order to remove
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t

15' vNe - H 2

o~0.2 0.,3 0.4
-I

I/ W (GeV) ---+-

W>3GeV

<liQ =W=cn =- (.46 ±.08)

Fig. 15: Total net charge <Q> per event of
hadr~ns goinibforward in the cms vs 1/W from
15' v Ne-H2 • The dashed line shows a lin~

ear fit to the three points extrapolating to
a value of <Q>w=oo = -O.46±O.08.

15'vNe-H2

0.0

1-0.05 ++-+-
~ -0.10

W=3-4GeV

IJJ -0.15 <~a>=-(O.l4:1:0.04)

(!) 772 Events-
0::
<l
is
t- ++I.LJ + W=4-6 GeV
..,
0

<~Q>=-(O.24 :to.03)

a:: 831 Events

~
a::

+0

+++IJ..

.-
LIJ W=6-15GeVZ

-0.15 <~Q>= - (O.34±0.04)
404 Events

0 I 2 :3 4
RAPIDITY--+

x

SEse vp

q2> 1 GeV 2
, X

Sj
> 0.1

• YCMS> 0

I I I I I I I I I

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

l/W I GeV-1

I I I

10 5 3.33 2.5 1.67 1.25 1,
W~ GeV

I
W=4GeV

Fig. 16: Total net charge <Q> of hadrons go
ing forward in the cms ee) or Breit system (X)
vs 1/W from BEBC VH

2
9 (preliminary) •

in Table 3. The values obtained for Yu agree

well amongst each other, thus supporting the
QPM, apart from those derived from <Qd > in the

last two experiments. Here the rather low ab-
solute values measured for <Qd > most likely

come from the finite W values and from selec
ting in the Breit system. In fact it is seen
in Fig. 17 from the 15' VH 2 experiment15 that

the absolute value of <Qd > increases (as in
Fig. 15) with Wand that it is larger for the
cms selection (xF>O) than for the Breit-frame

-366-

Fig. 14: Distribution of charge per event in
cms rapidity for hadrons going forward in the
cms (y>O) in events with x>0.1 and q2>1 GeV2
for three intervals of W. Given also are the
values of the tot.al net charge <Q> of forward
going hadrons. From 15' v Ne-H 220.

Two other determinations of <Qu > and <Qd >

have been carried out recently by using v and
V reactions in BEBC (Ne-H2' re~ 21) and the
15' chamber (H2' ref. 15). In both experiments
the charge of all hadrons going forward in
the Breit frame is collected and no extrapo
lation to infinite W is carried out. The re
sults from all four experiments are compiled

the overlap mentioned above. Fig. 14 shows

for x > 0.1 and q2 > 1 Gev2 the net-charge
distributions in cms rapidity for three in
tervals of W together with the values obtained
for the total net charge <Q> going forward in
the hadronic cms. The absolute values of <Q>

increase with Wi they are plotted vs w-1 in

Fig. 15 where an extrapolation linear in W-1is

carried out towards w- 1 = 0 (this extrapola

tion in W- 1 is justified by a correlation
length argument). The extrapolated value at
W = 00 is <Qd > = -0.46±0.08 which gives Yu =

0.46±0.08according to (11). A similar (pre
liminary) analysis with data from the BEBC

VH 2 experiment9 is shown in Fig. 16: For

q2 > 1 Gev2 and x > 0.1 the net charge is

plotted vs w- 1 for hadrons going forward in
the cms or in the Breit frame. The extrapo
lated values obtained from linear fits to the
first six points are <Qu > = 0.59±0.10 (i.e.

Yu = 0.41±0.10) for xF>O and <Qu > = 0.52±O.08

(i.e. Yu = 0.48±0.08) for zB>O.



Table 3 Measured total net charges <Qu > , <Qd > and derived probability Yu

using Yu = 1 - <Qu > = - <Qd>' see equ. ( 11 ) •

neutrino antineutrino experiment, ref.Selection <Q
u

> Yu
<Q

d
> Yu

q2>1 2 -0.46±0.08 0.46±0.08 15 ' vNe-H 2
20

W= 00 , X>O.1i GeV , xF>O

2 Gev2 {XF>O O. 59±O.1 0 0.41 ±0.1 0
9BEBC VH 2W= 00 , x>O.1, q >1

zB>O O.S2±O.08 O.48±0.08

O.45±0.06 O. 12 ±O .13 BEBC v, vNe-H 2
21

W>4 GeV, x>0.1, zB>O 0.55±0.06 -0.12±0.13

q2>1 2 O.5S±0.07 O.45±0.07 -O.18±O.05 O.18±0.05 15' v ,VH2
15W>4 GeV, GeV , zB>O

-0.8

1S'vp 4.) Fragmentation functions and their moments

a.) New measurements. Fragmentation func
+

tions D-(z) of quarks q into positive or
q +

negative hadrons h-,where z is the energy
+

fraction of q carried by h-, have been measu-

red by the various groups 9,15,20,22-24. Ne
glecting sea quarks, q = u(d) in v (v) reac
tions. The histograms in Fig. 18 show the

D-functions for (a) v -+ h + and (b) v -+- h- on

protons and neutrons from the 15' VD
2

experi

ment
23

for W> 4 GeV and q2 > 2 Gev2 • Added on
to the figure are the results for v -+ h+, v + h-

in (a) and for v + h-, v + h+ in (b) from the
other experiments with. similar cuts on Wand

q2 It is seen that the proton and neutron
data agree with each other within statistics,
as predicted by the QPM. Furthermore there is
rough agreement amongst the various experi-

ments. For pions the D-functions for v -+- h±

and v -+ h+ should be equal due to isospin syrn-

+ -metry. An observed excess of hover h is

probably due to protons in the h+ sample.

b.) Universality. The naive QPM predicts

D~ to be independent of the process in which

the fragmenting quark q is created (factori
sation, universality, environmental indepen-

dence
25

- 27 ). Therefore the same O-functions

oh occur in the various leptoproduction pro

c~sses and in e+e- annihilation, although

with different weights 27 • However, assuming
charge-conjugation invariance and isospin
symmetry one obtains for the z distributions
of positive and negative pions per event in
the various processes the following simple

relation26 :

+) The PT dependence of fragmentation func
tions is not considered in this section.

100

1005Q

50

++

+

b 1

a I

+

-0.2

~

I~g

!-o.4
+~~

5 w2 (Glee)

Fig. 17: Total net charge of hadrons going
forward (a) in the cms and (b) in the Bre~t

system for events above w2 from 15' VH
2

1 •

selection (zB>O) although the errors are ra

ther large at high W.

The probability y = Yu can also be deter

mined from the ratio Y IY which is directly
s+ a. +

obtained e.g. as the K-/~- ratio at high

fractional energy Z (e. g. OK (z) I01T (z) ;:;:t ysly)

as measured in high-energy collisions1or as
the branching ratio ~-+KK*/~-+1TP after phase
space correction. Values around Ys/Y~O.5 are

obtained
8

,20 yielding YR:6 0.4 according to (1 2).
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Fig. 18: Compilation of fragmentation functions for (a) v -+- h+, v -+- h - and

(b) v -+- h-, v -+- h + from various experiments.

(15)

Here the fragmentation of s-quarks into pions
has been neglected and in e+e- annihilation
pions are taken per hemisphere. Since most
charged particles are pions the z distribu
tions of charged hadrons should roughly agree
with each other in all processes. This pre
diction of the QPM is in good agreement with
the experimental results as can be seen in
Fig. 19, taken from ref. 7,20.

c.) Factorisation and scaling. We now dis
cuss the question of factorisation and sca
ling of the z distributions. In general the
semi-inclusive vp charged-current cross sec
tion can be written as

doh 2 doev 2 h 2
--"="2-(x,q ,z) =---2 (x,q ) -D (Z,x,q )
dxdq dz dxdq

2

ZIN
"'C ~

I&J

-Iz 0.5
II

N
0.2~

~cr

b
0.1

0.05

002

--FF2
----L PS

A iI N This Experiment
W> 3 GeV

• liN• ON

(16)
2 2

_ G F (x , q ) Dh ( 2 )
-~ x - z,x,q

doevwhere ----2 is the event cross section and
dxdq

F = F 2 = 2XF1 = XF3 is assumed. If h is a

current fragment then the naive QPM predicts

factorisation in K and z for fixed q2, i.e.

1.0

Fig. 19: z distributions of charged hadrons
per event (in e+e- per hemisphere) in vN, VN
and ep scattering and in e+e- annihilation to
get§er with the predictions of Field and Feyn
man and of a longitudinal phase space (LPS)
model 7 . Figure from ref. 7,20.
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z

q2 1-2 Gey2
q2 5-40 Gey2
q2 1-2 Gey2
q2 5-40 G~2

• + ve
• + ve
o - ve
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1.0

(0)

z

q2 1-2 GeV2

q2 5-40 Gey2
q2 1-2 Gey2
q2 5-40 GeV2

• + ve
• + ve
o - ve
A - ve

and N± the number of positive or negative
tracks in these events. z is taken as z = ErI~

in the lab system (see (4»). Fig. 21 shows

for all W the distributions D±(z,q2) vs z for

low and high q2 for all x F and for xF>O. The

cut xp>O in the ems is made to select (at

least approximately) the current fragments of

the u quark so that O± can be interpreted as
+

the fragmentation functions D~ of the u quark.

For z ~ 0.2 there is practically no difference
between the distributions with and without
the x F cut. This cut is applied in the subse-

quent Figs. 22-26. A significant q2 depen
dence (scaling violation) is observed in Fig.
21; the distributions become narrower at

high q2.

In order to investigate factorisation Fig.
22 shows as an example the 3rd positive moment

vs x for three different intervals of q2. One
observes factorisation (i.e. independence of

x) at high q2, whereas at smaller q2 the mo
ment increases significantly with x implying

non-factorisation in this q2 region. Fig. 23
shows the 3rd positive moment (a) vs x and

(b) vs q2 for three intervals of W. For fixed

W the values are rather independent of q2 and
(via equ. (3b» of x which seems to indicate
that the semi-inclusive cross section factori
zes in x and z at fixed Wand not at fixed
(low) q2.

SEse vp

Fig. 21: z distributions (z = Eh/E ) of positive
and negative hadrons £01 two range~ of low and
high q2 from BEBC VH2 3, (a) for all hadrons,
(b) for hadrons going forward in the ems (x >0).
All W values are included. The curves are tb guid
the eye.

a

(17 )

( 18)

or W

7
~

W

and q2~q/

~

1 dN± 2
2 • dz (z, q )

Nev(q )

is the number of events at q2

w

~
g

~
g

w

~ q

o (z)

scaling

............_------~------_.-'"

o (Z,q2)

scaling violation

and their moments by

+ 2 1
J

m-1 + 2
D-(m,q) = z D-(z,q )dz.

o

Oh(Z,x,q2) =oh(z,q2), and scaling, i.e.

oh (z ,q2) = Dh ( z ). These predictions are mo-
dified by quantum chromodynamics (QCO). In

QCD, the D-functions become q2 dependent (sca
ling violation) due to gluon emission ~ccor

ding to the diagrams in Fig. 20. The q de
pendence of the D-functions has been calcula
ted to 1st order in perturbative QCD by Owens

d 28, hIll' ,.an uematsu us~ng teA tare l-Parls1 me-

thod29 (see below). As for factorisation, it
is predicted by perturbative QCD in leading
order whereas in the next-to-leading order
violation of factorisation is expected as re-

cently calculated by sakai30 , Altarelli et

al. 31 and Baier and Fey32.

Factorisation and scaling have been investi
gated experimentally by the BEBC VH 2 collabo-

. 9,33 . h 1 . 1 h' h .,rat10n Wlt re at1ve y 19 statlst1cs
(~5600 CC events). The D-functions (z-distri
butions) of positive and negative hadrons are
given by

+ 2O-(z,q )

+)Factorisation follows from
the fact that in vp charged
current reactions only a sin
gle quark flavor is involved
(d -+- u) if one neglects the
contributions from sea quarks.
The Cabibbo suppressed sea
quark contributions s -+- u
and u -+- s can indeed be neg
lected. The contribution
from U -T d should not dis-
turb factorisation since most
of the secondary hadrons are

pions for which DlI± = 01T± holds.
d u

Fig. 20: QCD diagrams (gluon emis
sion) causing scaling violation of
fragmentation functions.
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the nature of the hadrons (n±,K±,p/p). It fo~
lows from (19) that two NS~moments of order
m1 and m2 are expected to fallon a straight

line with slope dm
NS/dNS when plotted against

2 m1
each other on a log-log scale. Fig. 24 shows

NS + - + -plots of D = D -D and (for comparison) D +0
for m1 , m2 = 4,6 and 3,7. In all cases the

points fallon straight lines with fitted
slopes as given in the figure. The slopes for
the NS moments are in good agreement with the

QCD prediction whereas the combinations 0++0
have substantially bigger slopes. In Fig. 25
the measured non-singlet moments for m = 2, •• 7

2are shown vs q for all W together with the
result of a global fit (i.e. all m simulta
neously) of equ. (19) to the data above q2 =

1 GeV2 with C and A as free parameters. Them
QCD formula describes the data points very
well and a value of A=O.54±O.08 GeV is ob
tained. Fits have also been carried out for

q2 > 2 Gev2 and for all x p • The A values ob

tained for the various selections are collec
ted in Table 4; they give an impression of
the uncertainty in the determination of A.
Single fits for individual orders m show no
statistically significant variation of A with

m. Fig. 26 shows the same moments vs q2 for

W > 4 GeV. No q2 dependence is observed. Thus

the q2 dependence is observed only (Fig. 25)
if low W values are included where the sepa
ration of current and target fragments is
questionable. The good agreement with QCD is
therefore perhaps surprising and may even be
coincidental.

0.0
0.02 0.1 0.1

Fig. 24: Logarithmic plots of ffi2=6 vs m1=4
and m2=7 vs m1=3 non-sing13t moments for
q2> 1 Gev2 , from BEBC VH2 3 . Shown are the
combinationsO+-O~=DNSand 0++0-. The full
straight lines show the fitted slopes with
values given in the figure, while the QCD-pre
dicted slopes for non-singlet pairs are shown
by the dashed lines. The errors indicated on
each point are highly correlated. The inde
pendent errors are about half of those shown.

0.2

(20)

(19 )

I 9 1 f

x
0.6 0.8 1.0

BEse vp

(
2)_dNS

oS- m,lVn 2
A

BEBe vp

[ 1- 2 +4~~]m(m+1) 2 J

• q 2 1 - 2 GeV 2

)( q 2 2 - 5 GeV 2

o q 2 10 - 40 GeV 2

0.6 ~

0.4

t !
0.2 t I t I I

c a

I I

0 0.2 0.4

0.8

+ l<W< 2GeV. • 2 < W< 4 GeV • )( 6 < W<10 GeV

0)

f I
b)

~

!t
I f I f Iff I f t t -

I ~ i t t t
: l'fIt I i I

I

I i -f

lui I I

0.2

where

Fig. 22: Third fragmentation moment of posi
tive hadrons with xF>O vs Bjorken x for three
intervals of q2, from BEBC VH 2 33.

are the anomalous dimensions, f the number of
flavors (f = 3 in this analysis), Cm unknown

constants and A the scale parameter occuring

in the running coupling constant a (q2) of
QCD. Experimentally s

0+ - 0- = 0+ - o! = ONS (21)
u u u u

is a non-singlet (where charge-conjugation
invariance has been applied)} irrespective of

d.) Non-singlet moments. The observed q2
dependence has been compared with the 1st or-

d ' , 28 h' h ' t' 1 1der QCD pre 1ct10n w lC 1S par lCU ar y
simple for the non-singlet (NS) moments

DNS (m,q2), to which the gluon fragmentation no
(right-hand-side diagrams in Fig. 20) does not
contribute:

Fig. 23: Third fragmentation moment of posi
tive hadrons with xp>O (a) vs Bjorken x and
(b) vs q2 for three intervals of W, from BEBC
VH

2
33.
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-
(0)

i

( b)

2 33
Fig. 25: Non-singlet moments for all Wand xF>O vs q for m=2, .•. 7 fro~ BEBC VH 2 •
The curves show fits of the QCD formula (19) to the data points above q =1 GeV2.

SEse vp ONS ( m .. q2)

1.0 1.0
W> 4 GeV W > 4 GeV

Q ) ! m=2
b)

! t i i I i

0.1 I 0.1 t ! t t
,m=3 0.1

t ! Im=4
t i

f f f f

1if y
Ym:6 I f f f fm=5

~ f 2 § 1m:'0.01 0.01 Y Y ~ ~ 0.01

10 100 10

Fig. 26: Same as Fig. 25, but for W>4 GeV.

Table 4 Values of A (GeV) from global
fits to m 2-7 non-singlet moments

selection
q2>1 Gev2 q2>2 Gev2of

secondaries

all O.72±O.O7 O.62±O.14

xF>O O.54±O.O8 O.52±O.15
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The difficulty of separating the current
and target fragments from each other at low W

is emphasized by the 15' VH 2 collaboration15

Fig. 27 shows their z distribution for posi

tive hadrons for low and high q2. For W> 4 GeV
(a) scaling is observed, whereas for all W
(b) the z distribution depends on q2. Al-
though this is in qualitative agreement with 1~

the findings of the BEBC VH 2 collaboration

(Fig. 21), the authors attribute the apparent ~

scaling violation in Fig. 27b to the 0
overlap of current and target fragments at
low W. It should be pointed out however that ~1

a cut in q2 (as applied in the QCD analysis
of ref. 33, see Table 4) removes a large
fraction of low-W events (see hatched areas
in Fig. 8a).

x 1<a2<3Gey 2

• 5<a2<45 Gey2

B
o

0.1
+*

b) T*

Fig. 27: z distributions (z = Eh/V) of posi
tive hadrons with xF>O for low and high q2
from 15' VH 2 15, (a) for W>4 GeVand (b) fo+
all W.

e.) Double moments. A more detailed study

of non-factorisation is being carried out34

with the data of the BEBC VH
2

9 collaboration

by performing a double-moment analysis30 ,35
The double moments of theUfragmentation func-

. • h( 2) (1)t10ns D z,x,q in 6 are defined as

z 1.0 z

1 n-2 1 , m-1 2 h 2
fdxx Jdzz F(x,q)·D (z,x,q )
o 0

E
doev 2 dNev 2 / Jmax
-----2(x'q )=K-------2 (x,q ) $(E)dE
dxdq dxdq q2/2Mx (23)

E
doh 2 dNh 2 f max
----~2-(x'q ,z)=K· 2 (x,q ,z). !<p(E)dE
dxdq dz dxdq dz q2/ 2Mx

so that the double moments become indepen
dent of the spectrum. Here Emax is the maxi-

mum neutrino energy of the spectrum, K a

constant·and E . =q2/2Mx the minimum neu-
m~n

trino energy at which a given set of values
2(x,q ) can be reached.

- For given q2 the minimum x accessible is

given by xmin= q2/2MEmax so that the x in-

2R(m,n
1

,n
2

,q ) -

NS 2D (m,n2 ,q) A(m,n
1

,n2 )
NS 2 = 1 + 2

D (m,n 1 ,q) ~n2-

A2 (24)

Formulae to compute the constants A are
given in ref. 30. Fig. 30 shows four such

tegration in (22) can be carried out only
from xmin and not from zero. The resulting

bias should however be small for larger n

and not too high q2.

In the actual analysis the well known
Nachtmann variable ~ is used for x and the
corresponding variable C (see equ. (5b» is
used for z. Only particles which go forward in
the Breit frame are taken. The subsequent 3
figures show preliminary results 34 . In Fig.
28 the non-singlet double moments are plotted

2vs q for m = 1 , 2 , 3 ,Sand n = 1 , 2 , 3 , 5. The dashed
lines are QCD predictions with A = O. 75 GeVJ
normalised to the n = 1 data, and allow a com
parison for different n. A significant n-de
pendence (i.e. non-factorisation) is observed

at low q2, whereas at high q2 the moments are
less dependent on n. This is in agreement with
the conclusion drawn already from Fig.22. Fig.

29 shows log-log plots of DNS(m l ) vs DNS(m)

for four different orders n together with the
straight lines as predicted for NS-moments by
QCD. The agreement with QCD is satisfactory,
independent of n. This demonstrates that in
spite of non-factorisation QCD is able to de
scribe at least the predominant part of the

2observed q dependence.

The approach to factorisation as q2+ 00 has
been calculated in next-to-leading order of

QCD by Sakai30. The following q2 depen-
dence of the ratio of two double moments with
different values of n and the same m is pre
dicted

(22)

1 n-1 doev 2
fdxx ------2(x'q)
o dxdq

1 n-1 1 m-1 doh 2
fdxx fdzz 2 (x,q ,z)
o 0 dxdq dz

=

h 2
D (m,n,q )

1 n-2 2
Jdxx F(x,q)
o

Factorisation implies that Dh (m,n,q2) does
not depend on n. Two comments have to be made
regarding the experimental evaluation of
double moments:

- The event distribution in x and q2 differs
from the inclusive cross section due to the
neutrino flux spectrum ~(E). This distor
tion is corrected for by using the obvious
relations
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Fig. 28: Double non-sing-
2let moments vs q for

m = 1 I 2 , 3 , 5 and n = 1 , 2 , 3 , 5

from BEBC VH
2

9,34 for

zB>O. The dashed curves

are QCD predictions
(A =O. 75 GeV) normalised
to the n = 1 data (prelimi-
nary).
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Fig. 30: Ratio of double non-si~glet moments
for different n and same m vs q from BEBC
vH2 9,34. The curves show the non-factorisa
tion predictions of QCD from ref. 30 (prelim.).
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Fig. 29: Logarithmic plots of m' vs m double
non-sin4let moments for n = 1 ,2 , 3 , 5 from BEBC
VH2 9,3 . The straight lines and numbers give
the slopes as predicted by QCD for non-singlet
pairs (preliminary).
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(25)

Using charge-conjugation invariance and iso
spin symmetry one obtains for an SU(3)-sym-

o + + + + - + +
metr1c sea (f=3, Du=Dd=Ds=Ds=Du' Dd=Du )

(30)

(31)
D+ - D- (see equ. (21»u u

D+ D+ + D:!: + D+ + D± + D+ + D~
S u u d d s s

Dh
G

(m,q2) =D
G
h (m' q02) [a-+A (a+-a-)Jom m m m

h 2 Am(1-Am) + -
+ DS (m,qO)· 2fC [am-am]

m

Assuming the secondary hadrons to be pions

and h =n+ the ratio R(q2) can be determined in
neutrino scattering from the measurable ratio

S (q2) =D~ (q2) /D: (q2) of positive to negative
moment:

2
y(q2,q2) =~ a NS (q2' q02) -a+(q2' q02) vs

a R(q~)

2 2 _ - 2 2 + 2 2 (29)
x (q , qo) = a (q , qO) -a (q , qo )

with a slope of ~-P(q~)C from which the ratio

P(q~) at q~ can be determined. Knowing from

there DG(q8) the QCD-predicted q2 dependence

of the gluon moments is then given by 28

h 2 h 2 NS
0NS (m,q ) =0NS (m,qO) earn (see equ. (19) )

h 2 h 2 r+ - +]Os (m,q) = DS (m,qo) e Lam+Am(am-am)

h 2 - - +]DG(m,qO) .2fcm [am-am

with a~=a~(q2,q~) =(tn~ /tn~)d~
(i=NS,+,-)

f.) Quark-pinglet moments and gluon moments

The following q2 dependence is predicted by
28 h 2 h 2

QCD for the moments DNS(m,q ) and Ds(m,q )

of a non-singlet and quark-singlet fragmenta
tion function respectively:

ratios vs q2 together with the QeD-predicted
curves. The data points show a tendency to-

wards one for high q2, i.e. towards factoris~
tion, although their quantitative agreement
with theory is not so good. However l the ex
perimental results on double moments are pre
liminary and further work is in progress.

For SU(2) symmetry (f=2, D+=D~=O) the rela
tion is slightly different~ s

2Preliminary results on P(qO) have been ob-

tained 37 from the data of the BEBC VH
2

expe

riment 9 . Fig. 31 shows for f=2,m=2, q~=10 Gev2

and A2=O.65 Gev2 the data points y(q2,q~)

plotted vs X(q2,q~). As predicted they fall

on a straight line with a slope which yields
2 2P (m=2, qo = 10 GeV )~ 1. Thus for m=2 the

gluon-fragmentation moment is roughly equal
to the average quark-fragmentation moment.
This result is consistent with the energy-con
servation sum rules:

(33)

(32)

2 1+S
1-S

(26)

as the ratio of S moment to NS moment one ob

tains from (25)37:

dGq
m

Cm = +
d - d-

m m

The d i are the anomalous dimensions in the no-
o m h 2 h 2

tat10n of ref. 36. DNS(m,qo)' Ds(m,qo) and

D~(m,q~) are the NS, Sand gluon moments to be

determined from experiment at some normalisa

tion point q2 = q~. The gluon fragmentation

function occurs due to the diagrams on the
right-hand side in Fig. 20.

In the following we omit the indices hand
m for simplicity. Defining

if one assumes that in both cases ~ ~ of the
3

energy goes into charged hadrons.

2
In the same way the ratio p(m,qo) has been

obtained for higher orders rn as summarized in

Fig. 32. It is seen that at q~ = 10 Gev
2

the

gluon moments areN1 to 1.5 times the average
quark moments, which indicates that the quark
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is the ratio of gluon moment to average-quark
moment (remember that DS is a sum over all

quarks and antiquarks, see equ. (31». For

fixed q~ equ. (27) is a straight line (going

through the origin) of

ID~(m=2)
h

lD~(m=2)
h

lfZD~(Z)dZ = 1
h

l l_ ZDh(Z)dz = 2f
h q,q q

(34)



l [' .2

P +
lq -.['q'

-1

t R
Y =- QNS- Q+Ro

kirag with respect to the fragmenting parton

from the fragmentation (hadronisation) process.

The average p; of the observed hadron is thus

composed of the three contributions in the
. 40 41follow1ng way , :

Fig. 33: The zeroth and first order QCD dia
grams.contributing to semi-inclusive neutrino
production, from ref. 39.

q~ =10 GeV
2

A2 =0.65 GeV
2

-- -- --r\e -;:0 __ -- -- /; q~=10 GeV
2

..9-- ! I

,//
'\,// /yl

/' II
~ =1 ~ =2

2 2 2 2
Fig. 31: Plot of y(m,q ,qO) vs x(m,q,qO)
(def ined in the text, equ. (29» for m=2, f92

3
'7

q2=10 GeV2 and A2=0.65 GeV2 from BEBC VH 2 ' •
Tge strai~ht lines show the QCD prediction
for P(m,qo) =0,1,2 (see equ. (27» (prelimi-
nary) .

and gluon fragmentation functions are rather
similar.

Fig. 32: The ratio Po=p(m,q~) =2fDG(m,q~)/
222

DS (m,qO) vs· m for f=2, qo = 10 GeV and

A2 = 0.65 Gev2 from BEBC VH
2

9,37 (preliminary).

c.) Transverse properties of single hadrons

In the simplest version of the naive QPM
the fragmenting quark has no transverse mo
mentum. This is changed in perturbative QCD
where, due to gluon bremsstrahlung or quark
antiquark pair production from a gluon in the
nucleon, the fragmenting parton (quark or glu-

. QCD 38on) acqu1res a transverse momentum kT
The contributing diagrams are shown in Fig.33
taken from ref. 39. In addition there are two
non-perturbative contributions: The original

parton may have a primordial k~rim inside the
nucleon 40 and the hadron fragment gets a

(36)

Experimentally a problem arises in mea
suring PT' since the current direction in the
lepton plane is not well known due to the un
certainty in estimating the neutrino energy

(see Introduction)44. Two methods have been
used to overcome this difficulty:

whereas the other contributions should not
2(strongly) depend on q • However, the simple

q2 dependence in (36) is considerably distor
ted after integrating over x and y at fixed

38 42 .neutrino energy Ev ' and 1S more or less

washed out when integrated over the spectrum
of a wide or narrow band beam. On the other

hand a strong w2 dependence is pre~icted ~nde
pendent of E . These theoretical q and W de
pendences ar¥ shown in Fig. 34 from ref. 42.

Altarelli
43

predicts roughly
2

<k2QCD> a: w2/~ng: (37)
T 1\.2

for all x.

< 2> = f.k2prim>+<k2QCD» z2 + <k2frag> (35)
PT \< T T T

The factor z2 occurs since only a fraction z
of the parton momentum is transferred to the
hadron. The dependences of the various contri
butions on the relevant variables (x,y,q2,W)
are discussed in the theoretical literature.

In particular QCD predicts 38 for the QeD term
2

at fixed x and y a q dependence of the form

<k;QCD> ~ q2as {q2) ~ q2/tn~

6

f

4
m ....

! !

2o

1.0

1.5

2.0
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Instead of measuring PT one measures PTout'

the component of PT perpendicular to the

well determined lepton plane (Fig.2). P
Tout

is not affected by the uncertainty inside
the lepton plane. Assuming azimuthal isotro-

212
py in f' <PTout> = 2<PT>·

- One measures PT not with respect to the cur

rent direction (=direction of the system of
all hadrons) but with respect to the momen
tum of all charged hadrons assuming that
the systems of neutral particles and of
charged particles have nearly the same di
rection. Since this is only approximately
true this <PT> could be smaller than the

genuine <PT>.

, 't 4-7,44 th f 11 'From prevl0us experlmen s e 0 oWlng
results have been obtained:

- The p; distributions da/dP; can well be fit-
-BmTted by e (where ~ is the transverse

mass and B~ 6 Gev- 1 ) and are not so well de-

d b
,,2

scribe y a GaUSSlan ln PT.

- <PT> increases with increasing x F or z (sea

gull effect).

- In vN scattering <P;> increases at high Ev
with q2, in particular for z ~ 0.2. In VN
scattering (and in vN at lower Ev ) no such

increase is observed. These two results are
not inconsistent with each other, since at

fixed q2 the average W is lower in vN than

in vN due to the lower V energy spectrum and
the suppression of larger y values by the

(1-y) 2 distribution 0\12 = M2+2ME y_q 2).
v

2, 'h 2 . h -<PT> lncreases Wlt W ln vN, w ereas in vN

the situation is not clear yet because of
larger statistical errors.

2Fig. 35 shows a new measurement of the P
T

distribution of charged hadrons in vp and vn

reactions by the 15 1 VD
2

collaboration23 . It

is seen that the distribution is the same for
vp and vn and that an exponential in ~ gives

a better fit to the data than an exponential
2

in PT.

New (preliminary) results on <P~> have been

obtained by the BEBC VH
2

collaboration9 . Fig.

36 shows <p;> (with respect to the current and

charged-hadron direction) and <p; t> of char-
2 ou

ged hadrons with xF>O vs q and W2 for all z

and for three different intervals of z. The
following conclusions can be drawn from the
figure:

- The corresponding <p;> values with respect

to the current direction and to the charge~

hadron direction are in good agreement with
each other so that the uncertainty from
estimating the neutrino energy has no no-
ticeable influence. Furthermore
212

<PTout>~2·<PT> as expected.

- <p;> increases with z (seagull e~fect). A

- fL- + he + Xv + n

v + P - fL- + he + X

::..

1000

,
I.

I
!J

IJ

20

---- WBB

d)
-- NBB

20

---- WBB

b)
-- NBB

vN __ ~- Ttt. .X,z>o.2 [QeD]

a) c)
0.5

0;'
Ev =400

0.3

200
0.2

"-- 100

0,

0.1

0.2

N 0.1
'Vl
~
Q1

8
1\

a.
v

<l o./t

Fig. 34: QeD predictions of <p~> of seconda
ry hadrons with z>0.2 from neutrinoproduction
vs q2 (a,b) and vs W2 (c,d) for fixed neutri
no energies (a,c) and for wide and narrow
band beams (b,d), from ref. 42.

0.01 0

Fig. 35: p; distribution of charged hadrons
23in vp and vn reactions from 15' VD

2
•
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SEse vp

Fig. 36: (a,d) <p;> with re

spect to current direction,

(b,e) <P~> with respect to

charged-hadron direction and

(c,f) <P~out> of single for-

ward going (xF>O) charged ha

drons for all z and three dif

ferent z intervals vs q2 (a,b,

c) and w2 (d,e,f) from BEBC

VH
2

9 (preliminary) .

J

W> 2 GeV

o
•A
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• ALL Z I A Z < 0.2 I 0 o.2<Z<0.35 I ~ Z >0.. 35
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c)
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0.5

0.5

0.5

::>o

/\

>
Q)

C)

a.
V

c.
V

NO:
V

statistically significant q2 dependence is
observed only for the highest z range

(z>0.35) in Fig. 36b. The w2 dependence on

the other hand is much stronger; <P~> in

creases with increasing w2 , the increase
being the stronger the higher z is.

- Both q2 and W2 dependences are in qualita
tive agreement with the dependences pre
dicted by QCD in Fig. 34. Quantitatively
however there are discrepancies, the expe
rimental values tending to be larger than
the QCD predicted ones. This is probably
due to contributions from a primordial k

T
and fragmentation kT , equ. (35),as pointed

out also in ref. 42. It ~s however difficu~

to disentangle the three contributions in
equ. (35) experimentally from the data in
Fig. 36.

Positive and negative hadrons turned out to

have the s~ae <p;> within the statistical er

rors.

Fig. 37 shows the non-singlet moments D~S=
+ - 2 2DT - D

T
of orders m = 2,3,4 vs q and W for

Bjorken x < 0.2 (open syrnbols) and x> 0.2 (full
symbols) from ref. 45. The moments depend

strongly on q2 and w2 . The interesting feature
to be observed is the fact that the moments

depend also on x at fixed q2 whereas they are
independent of x at fixed W. The same behavior
is observed for the non-singlet x

Tout
moments

from BEBC VH 2
9
, shown in Fig. 38. This implies

factorisation (non-factorisation) in x and x
T

at fixed W (fixed q2) similar to the result
obtained for the moments of the z distribu
tions as discussed above.

D.) Jet Studies

The quantities spherocity S, sphericity S'
and thrust T are used to investigate the jet

properties of e+e- annihilation or leptopro

duction events. S, S' and T are defined as%-49

or

(39)

(i) 2 min ( l:PTi) 2
1T l:Pi

2
3 . LPTi
-mln--
2 LP~

SI=

T

S

-l:PLi
2 max -~-

l.JPi

where the sums Land r extend over all final
state particles and over those in one hemi-

+ 2 1} m-1 dN±
DTout (m,q ) = N

ev
0 xTout dX

T
dXT

(38)

In analogy to the moments of the distribu
tion in the longitudinal variable z, the mo
ments of the distribution of the scaled trans-

verse momentum xT = 2PT/W (or xTout = 2PTout/W)

have been determined by the BEBC vNe-H 2 45

and BEBC VH 2
9
collaborations:

+ 2 _ 1 1
f

m-1 dN ±
DT{m,q ) -N

ev
OXT dxTdXT
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Fig. 37: Non-singlet moments
NS

DT (m = 2,3,4) of the distri-

butions in xT =2PT/W of ha-
2drons (all x

F
) vs (a) q and

(b) W2
for Bjorken x<O.2

(open symbols) and x>O.2
(full symbols). The curves
are to guide the eye. From

BEBC vNe-H
2

45 (preliminary) .
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Fig. 38: Non-singlet moments D~~ut

(m = 2 ,4,6) of the distributions in
xT t = 2PT t/W of hadrons withou ou 2
xF>O vs (a) q2 and (b) W for Bjo~

ken x<O.2 (open symbols) and x>O.2

(full symbols) from BEBC VH
2

9
(preliminary) .

16 64 1 16 64

sphere, respectively. PTi and PLi are the trans

verse and longitudinal momenta of the ith par
ticle in the hadronic cm system with respect
to axes which respectively minimize S, S' or
maximize T. In leptoproduction these two axes

nearly coincide with the current direction q
at high W 50.

For neutrinoproduction, the predictions of

the naive QPM (oth order QCD) and of 1st or
der QCD for the Sand T distributions at fixed
Wand for the averages <S> and <1-T> as func
tions of W have been calculated by Binetruy

cd G' d,S1 d b f d' f 52an lrar 1 an y Ran t an Ran t :

a.) The naive QPM yields a final state of a
forward going quark q and a backward go
ing diquark qq which go back-to-back to
each other if one neglects the primordial
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kT . On the parton level (i.e. neglecting

hadronisation and taking the momenta of
the partons or of their respective jets as
a whole) one thus obtains T = 1 and 8 = 8'=0.
These o-function-like distributions are
smeared out if one includes the non-per
turbative hadronisation of quarks into ha
drons with a finite k

T
of hadrons with re-

spect to the quark direction ("Fragmenta

tion jets,,53). In this case the forward
(q) and backward (qq) jets should be simi-
lar in size.

b.) In 1st order QCD one obtains three partons
(or parton jets) in the final state, name
ly diquark-quark-gluon (by gluon brems
strahlung) or triquark-quark-antiquark (by
qq pair production), see Fig. 33 ("QCD

jets,,53). The resulting 8 and T distribu
tions are then smeared out due to hadroni
sation. In this case the forward (qg or
qq) jet should be wider than the backward
jet.

The predicted differential cross sections in
T, normalized to the zeroth order inclusive
cross section, are shown in Fig. 39 for W=6,10
and 14 GeV. It is seen that the non-perturba
tive (NP) zeroth-order cross section clearly
dominates over the 1st order-QCD cross sec
tion even if one includes hadronisation in the
latter (dashed curves). Only at W~ 20 GeV
(where practically no data are available) does
the QCD cross section begin to dominate for
T,s0.8.

Included in Fig. 39 are preliminary data

pOints 54 obtained by the BEBC vNe-H 2 collabo

ration for W> 6 GeV. They are in rough agree
ment with the NP prediction and demonstrate
that at presently available W values it is not
yet possible to observe any hard QCD ef
fectsithey are hidden by the non-perturbative

effects. The same conclusion is obtained in a

recent publication
55

of the same collabora
tion. Fig. 40 shows the normalized 8 and T
distributions for 8<W<12 GeV and Fig. 41 the
average values <8> and <1-T> vs W together
with results from e+e- annihilation and TI-Ne
scattering. The results in Fig. 41 from the
various reactions are in surprising agreement
with each other and cannot be accounted for by

1st order QCD (solid line for VN 51
, dashed

1 , f + - 46) 'th 'lne or e e . AssUffilng e parton plC-
ture, it is the non-perturbative hadronisation
process described under a.) above and not a
QCD process (bremsstrahlung or pair produc
tion) which determines the 8 and T distribu
tions at present W values. It was found fur
thermore that <8> and <1-T> do not depend
on Bjorken x at fixed W.

New results on sphericity 8' and thrust T
have also been submitted to this conference

by the 15' VH 2 collaboration50 . Figs. 42a and

b show the averages 1-<T> and <8'> respective

ly vs W for vp andvp reactions and for e+e
annihilation. The results on <T> are in good
agreement with the data in Fig. 41b. Fig. 43
shows the normalized sphericity distribution
for neutrinoproduction and e+e- annihilation
for two regions of W. In both Figs. 42 and 43
again good agreement between the results for

neutrinoproduction and e+e- annihilation is
observed indicating that for W,$ 15 GeV the
two types of reactions exhibit very similar
jet properties. This is in accord with the ex
pectation from non-perturbative hadronisation
in the naive QPM whereas hard gluon effects
according to QCD would lead to differences in
neutrinoproduction and e+e- annihilation (see
e.g. curves in Fig. 41b). Indeed the recent
PETRA results show that the emission of hard
gluons is observable only at much higher ener
gies (W ~ 30 GeV) .

NB

QCD

OJ

....----.
(6TlN,p.

Cl.6 0.7 a.a Q.9 ID
T

(a)

I

W=IO GeV 1
I

I~0
I I ~/

l'
/ ~

/ ~/
/ QCD

/
/

/
/

/ 0.1

(L~T)N.P,

oP 0.7 a.a 0.9 1.0
T

(b)

NP QeD

I

t- OJ

(6TlN•P.

Q,6 o:r 0.8 0.9 I,D
T

(c)

Fig. 39: Predictions of 1st order QCD without (full curves) and with (dashed purves) hadroni
sation and of the naive quark parton model with non-perturbative (NP) hadronisation for the
normalized differential cross section in thrust T for q2 > 1 GeV2 and 3 values of W in neutri
noproduction, from ref. 51. The data points are preliminary results from BEBC vNe-H 54 for
W > 6 GeV. . 2
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Fig. 40: Normalized (a) spherocity distribu
tion and (b) thrust distribution from BEBC
vNe-H 2 55 for 8<W<12 GeV. The curve shows the
prediction of 1st order QCD without hadroni
sation.

Fig. 41: Average values of (a) spherocityand
(b) thrust vs W for neutrino and n- reactions
in Ne-H 2 from BEBC vNe-H2 55 and for e+e
annihilation. The curves show the predictions
of 1st order QCD for neutrinoproduction (full
curves) and e+e- annihilation (dashed curve).
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Finall~ the angular distributions of ener
gy flow into the forward and backward hemi
spheres in vp interactions, shown in Fig. 44,
indicate that the forward and backward jets
have very similar shape. This again is predic
ted by the naive QPM with hadronisation (see
above) .

Fig. 43: (a) normalized sphericity distribu
tion for vp reactions wi th <W> = 6. 6 GeV
(points) and for e+e- annihilation at W= 7 GeV
(curve). (b) normalized sphericity distribu
tion for 'Vp plus vp reactions with <W> = 10. 5
GeV (full points) and for e+e- annihilation
at W= 13 GeV (open points). From 15' VH 2

50 .
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Eig. 42: Average (a) thrust and (b) spherici
ty vs W for vp and vp reactions and for e+e
annihilation; (c) average sphericity vs W for
fixed charged multiplicity in vp plus vp reac
tions. From 15' VH2 50.
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Summary

Fig. 44: Angular distribution of energy flow
with respect to the thrust axis for vp inter
actions with W> 4.5 GeV and thrust T >0.85.
The solid (dashed) histogram is for hadrons
going into the forward (backward) hemisphere
defined by a pl~ne ~erpendicular to the thrust
axis. From 15 1 VH

2
0

This summary gives a list of what I think
are the most interesting new experimental re
sults on hadronic final states produced in
charged current neutrino and antineutrino re
actions:

- The multiplicity distribution obeys KNO
scaling with a scaling curve which is in
good agreement with that measured for pp
annihilation.

The charge distributions in vN and vN scat
tering at high W show a clear step at y*= 0
in the em system.

- The total net charges of forward going ha
drons are in good agreement with the naive
QPM.

The fragmentation functions show non
scaling if all W values are included. For
the non-singlet combination, the observed
scaling violation is in surprising agree
ment with 1st order QCD.

- The semi-inclusive cross section does
2
not

factorize in x and z at fixed (low) q ,
whereas it seems to factorize at fixed W.

- At q~ = 10 GeV2 the gluon moments are rough
ly equal to the average quark moments.

- <p~> depends little on q2, but strongly on

w2 . Although these dependences are predic
ted by 1st order QeD there is no quantita
tive agreement/and non-perturbative effects
contribute considerably.

- There i~ non-factorisation in x and x T at
fixed q Jwhereas factorisation is observed
at fixed W.

- At present W values (W ~ 15 GeV) the jet
properties of neutrinoproduction events are
determined by non-perturbative hadronisa
tion and not by hard gluon effects.

The jet properties of neutrinoproduction
events are very similar to those of e+e
annihilation for W ~ 15 GeV.
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backward in the cms, and an accumulation at
large z from protons from ~++ decay. Both ac
cumulations are practically removed by the
cuts applied in the analysis: the first by

taking xp>O, the second by taking q2 > 1 Gev
2

.

The remaining unidentified protons are esti
mated to be less than 10% of all positive
tracks. Secondly, these unidentified protons
(treated as pions) enter with small z values,
if they are target fragments. Small z values
do however not contribute noticeably to the
moments of higher order m. Thirdly, I have
shown that the current fragments need not to
be pions; the difference between particle and
antiparticle moment is a non-singlet irre
spective of the nature of the particle.

Heusch, Santa Cruz: 2
Is there any news about the q dependence (at
fixed W) of the topological cross sections?
You may recall that low-energy vN and ~N data

had a flat q2 behaviour which was difficult
to build up out of individually identified
channel cross sections.

Schmitz:
No, there are no new results that I knowof.

Of course the q2 dependence of topological
cross sections can easily be obtained from
the data available from the various groups.

Wolf, DESY:
Do the data permit to say anything about the
Fermi-momentum distribution of the quarks in
the incoming nucleon?

Schmitz:
As I said, it has not yet been possible so
far to disentangle cleanly the average prim
ordial PT of the parton inside the nucleon

from the measured <PT> of the final-state ha

drons. It is certainly even much more diffi
cult to determine a momentum distribution in
side the nucleon; no results have been ob
tained so far.

Bialas, Cracow:
I don't have a question, I have a comment. I
concluded for myself from the two last talks
that it is time to stop calling the good old
quark model the "naive" quark-parton model.
It apparently fits the data very well. It may
not be exactly correct, but it is certainly
not naive. This is like calling Newtonian
dynamics "naive". If this conunent could be
included in the proceedings I would be very
happy.

Osborne, MIT:
You had a very dramatic difference between
the data and the QeD predictions of spherici
ty, spherocity or thrust in a plot where you
compare the naive (pardon me) quark-parton
model and 1st order QCD. In fact, your error
bars were so small compared to the difference
between those predictions, that you could cut
on much higher Wand see if the same differ
ence occurs there. In this way you could
have a W comparable with that in recent e+e
experiments. Could you comment on that?

Schmitz:
Yes. The average values of thrust and spheri
city/spherocity vs W which I showed you ex
tended already to the highest available W
values where any reasonable statistics are
left. As one sees from the W distributions

e.g. in the 15' VH 2 and BEBC VH 2 experiments,

above~15 GeV practically no events are left.
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